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There are only a few specific materials that could/should be used for the construction of wardrobes. Refer to Section 10 for more information on this topic. Some people hate MDF but love plywood (whether exotic or not), and others are just the opposite. Some materials may be difficult to obtain (or very expensive) in many places. One
recommendation I will make is to avoid ’agglomeration'. Although still a popular material for some applications, it is usually not robust enough for a speaker cabinet. The plated chipboard is a bit better, but the structure of the material is such that it is not easy to make a rigid box, and the radiated edges expose the coarse grain structure that is very
slow to fill in to get a good surface finish. 2.3 – Bass Reflex (aka Ported/ Vented) This is probably the most common enclosure in use today. It was used in very early speaker systems, but it was basically a trial and error design until the speaker parameters were properly quantified by Neville Thiele and Richard Small. This made it possible to calculate
mathematically the size of the enclosure and the port, and then it was possible to design a system, build it and make it work as expected. Many of the first ’tuned' boxes were what are now commonly referred to as ’boom boxes', because they had excessive bass and often ’one note'. Countless programs have been written to allow users to design an
enclosure, based on Thiele-Small parameters. This has removed many of the guesswork, but by themselves, the programs are (for the most part) incapable of providing a complete design. Most provide the necessary internal volume and the diameter and length of the port (ventilation), but almost always an additional “adjustment” is needed. Figure
2.5 – A periodic enclosure The above is one of the many ways in which a peri³ dical enclosure can be configured. This is not a technique that is widely known, nor is it one that I have experienced. Many statements are made, and there are many variations - in some cases, just a small hole or a series of narrow grooves with the appropriate cushioning
material that covers the openings. There seems to be little consensus among designers, so the technique is something experimental. It is claimed that with a proper periodic ’ventilation' that the enclosure is made to look much larger than it really is, and it is not uncommon to see a periodic enclosure that looks too small for the driver used. As I said, I
haven’t tried this approach, but you can do it when time (and motivation) allows. Speaker parameters are not absolute numbers, and in some cases they may be far apart. It is always advisable to measure the Thiele/ Small parameters yourself. There is an ESP article on this topic – see Medicine Speaker Parameters for all the details. There are many
other articles on the network that describe speaker parameter measurements, so use the one you feel most comfortable with. I do not suggest or recommend commercial software used to design loudspeaker enclosures, with the only exception of the free program WinISD (you can find it on the Net). There are countless programs that make (or pretend
to make) complete designs, based on the drivers you are using. These omissions are not because the software doesn’t work, but simply because I operate as an independent individual, and I don’t make specific recommendations at all, apart from the components used in the project articles. It should be noted that locating the acoustic center is not a
simple process. I did an experiment in my workshop, and it’s fair to say that the results were inconclusive at best. I used a 25mm dome treble speaker and a 100mm bass controller, wired in parallel. The torque was pressed by discharging a 33 μF capacitor at the torque, and the treble speaker moved from having the magnets in line (both at the top of
the bench) to having the two mounting surfaces in line. The total distance was about 40mm, and while there were were not pronounced. Part of the problem is that the mid bass is slow compared to the tweeter, so there was no .secovatla sol noc licÃfid yum se otse euqnua ,ogeic elbod res natisecen n©Ãibmat oidua ed sabeurp saL .obecalp nu o
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'modern' systems are using DSP, with a fully digital processing chain. Unfortunately, this implies serious processing power, and it's not without problems, either. Several people who have bought Project 09 The Board of Crossover Analog Linkwitz-Riley has done so after deciding that the ³agic to digital and digital to analÃ ³ gicos converters (along
with the DSP in sÃ) created too many 'artifacts' for their taste, and resorted to returning to a ³n analÃ ³ solution. As far as it is©, no one who switched to analÃ³ ³ decided that the DSP is "better". While it makes it easy to add delay (and optionally equalization³ n) if necessary, the process can degrade seÃ±at unless the best DSP chips (along with highquality ADC and DAC) are used. The concrete has been used, sometimes with small grains of expanded polystyrene foam to reduce the mass (so that the box can move), sometimes only the deflector can be concrete. Different types of plywood are used (and no, the birch layer (for example) should not sound different from some other tree species). If
one box sounds different from another (non-material id), then the material is not dampened correctly. Once something is dead, no matter what it's done, dead is dead. The differences are due to the resonance(s), which means one or more panels are not dead at all. However, although they are cheap to build and generally look pretty good, the plastic
almost invariably lacks stiffness, despite curved surfaces. While these are quite strong, they are anything but upright, and I have not come across one that can be called upright (regardless of the that the manufacturer may use for the term). Reinforcement is difficult, and although most have ribs molded inside, they are not strong enough to avoid the
panel panel The fiberglass (with or without carbon fiber) is very resistant, but also very difficult to repair if the box is dais. 10 â € “Materials for housings There are innumerable materials that can be used for speaker housings. Many commercial systems (especially small boxes fed by PA) use ABS or a similar thermoplastic material. While the original
installation cost is very high, housings can be produced and at a relatively low cost. The majority of these boxes include the horn bengal (or wave guide) for the high frequency controller, as well as appropriate cuts for cross or amplifier. What they lack cost is compensated with the appearance, and usually little or no finish is required, apart from
eliminating any adhesive residue after pasteing the two halves. With a double thickness deflector, it will be more and less resonant if the two layers are different materials. For example, plywood can be preferred for the outer surface, and the MDF is ideal for the second layer. Because the two materials are so different, the resonance is minimized. If a
slightly flexible adhesive is used between the two, it will be decoupled to some extent, which reduces the Q of any existing resonance. The nuts of Tã © or other metanic threaded inserts can be placed between the two layers so that the cut for Woofer / middle range drivers can be radiated inside. This reduces internal diffraction. 2.4 â € “Passive
radiator A variation of the“ traditional »bass reflex housing uses a passive radiator. This is more or less a speaker without magnet or voice shield, and is usually tuned for a resonance frequency somewhat lower than that of the woofer. Some have weights that can be added or removed to tune in the resonance frequency of the radiator. These have
some advantages over a port, since there is no ,serbil ,serbil res nebed secovatla ed serotcudnoc sol y ,olam se otnicer reiuqlauc euq ne netsisni sonuglA .atla odaisamed se eria led dadicolev al is raerc edeup adatrop asacrac anu euq sodiur sorto u 'gniffuhcâ ed To show off their naughty little bits to the world if someone looks in the back. Open
deflectors create a dipole effect: the sound will be (usually) equally loud directly in front or behind the speakers, with (³) zero output from the sides and top. This may not be the case, but again, should the side response be -20dB? -40db? "How many? "Less? This is almost impossible to answer. Figure 3.1 - The golden ³ and ³ relationship  Å2 As always,
the dimensions of the room will have a much deeper effect on sound, and reinforcements, internal damping³ and sound absorption materials are as essential as with any other form of enclosure. Very few rooms are expected to adhere to the golden ³, and using it for a speaker guarantees nothing. The general construction methodology, with special
emphasis on reinforcements, can ³ give excellent results, provided care is taken to ensure that the panels are of different sizes, and that the bracing is not similar. OrtopÃ© devices should always be out of the center on a panel so that the two 'sub-panels' have different resonant frequencies, but this can be difficult to achieve while keeping
construction techniques ³ reasonably simple. Main article index INDEX NOTICE OF STRAITS. The type of 'maze acÃstico' speaker is an extensionÃ ³ n (quite severe) of this principle, with the length of the 'tÃnel' often used to create a transmission lineÃ ³ n to reinforce the bass frequencies. These cabinets are only very popular among DIY builders, but
they seem to be in favor during the last few days or so. Part of the reason³ is that they are difficult and expensive to build, and the results can be quite disappointing after having had all those problems. More substantial reinforcements are needed for the deflector, which It should be a double thickness to resist the impulse of the diaphragm (for the
low controller in particular). The orthopedic devices between the deflector and the rear of the enclosure also help prevent vibration. Many construction articles show the 'window frame' reinforcement, windows', They can work, but they are increasingly differ from installing in odd methods that can be very ostile to ensure that there are no two panels
(or subpanelle) that have the same resonance frequency. The drawing on the left shows as as asi -tricious bracing, where each subpanel has a different size. The drawing of the right has four subpanelles more or less idy, and all of them will resonate at approximately the same frequency. This is generally reckless, but it may be fine for more small
enclosures where resonance frequencies are well above the middle exit of the middle range. As previously, the orthopedic devices must be as as asi -tropic, and not simply pieces of wood placed carefully around the interior of the closet. The higher the asymmetrics, the lower the possibility of creating subpanees with the same resonance frequency.
Orthodontic efficacy can be checked with an accelermeter (see project 181 â € “an audio accelener for speaker tests). This will tell you how much a panel vibrates, and what frequency (or frequencies). If you find a panel that seems to have too much vibration, an additional reinforcement will be necessary to reduce it to an acceptable level. The
speakers are undoubtedly the most committed of all the components that go together for a complete hy-fi system. Individual drivers are a commitment, and not always due to the cost â € “even very expensive drivers are still committed to the materials and laws of physical. When several controllers are used together, the commitments are simply
magnified, but they are older if you try to obtain everything from a single controller. Passive crossed networks are always a great commitment because they use inductors, which are the most imperfect passive components manufactured. If you can make them rush with a flat silver line to minimize resistance (and your balance ,sodarculovni
,sodarculovni sosimorpmoc sonem sohcum yah euq ed rasep a ,socin³Ãrtcele srevossorc sol natsug el odnum le odot a oN .samelborp rasuac edeup euq dadicapacotua n¡Ãrdnet erpmeis orep changes are easily made (both in frequency and level for each driver). However, you need a dedicated amplifier for each of the individual controllers. Finally, the
amateur must consider that even the best speaker in the world can sound dreadful in some rooms. Even with typical furniture, moving the head 100mm is usually enough to affect the frequency response up to  Â±10dB [ 6 ]. This is measured by a microphone³ which completely lacks the processing facilities of our brain and takes a reading at a fixed
point is space. It's important to understand that humans don't hear these extreme variations, because our combination ³ brain eliminates much of the interference that causes the measure to vary so wildly. However, this does not mean that we will not hear such radical variations if they are created by the sound source - the speaker. However, over
time we will adapt, and even seemingly outstanding differences can become the 'new normal'. I suggest you also take a look at the design of the Small Satellite Speaker System that was described in 2007 (it is a 3-part article). The reinforcement is made with the section ³ aluminum 'U' (25 Â  25mm, 3mm thick), which is much more rigid than the MDF
and the largest wood area. It also uses very little of the internal volume, but a very reliable gluing mÃ© all is necessary because the aluminum has an annoying habit of oxidizing itself (very similar to the anodised, but slimmer), and the layer of ³ oxide can slip under the adhesive and can be 'released' after a few years. If done well (with a suitable twopart epoxy - not the 5-minute material) should stay in place for longer than you will use the speakers. Figure 2.2 - Sealed Enclosure Instead of being irradiated in the room³ the sound from the back of the speaker cone is absorbed, Patented fiber carpets, felt, carpet, fiberglass, or a combination of these materials. Ideally, no rear radiation is reflected
back through the cone, something that becomes critical at mid and high range. The bass can be very good (often with comparison), but this requires pilots with a maximum experience greater than normal (Xmax). Sealed cabinets are common for instrument amplifiers (guitar, low, keyboards). 12 â € “Stands, Spikes, etc. This does not mean that a
125mm driver cannot produce good bass â €“ Some are surprisingly good. However, you also have to make sure the excursion remains within the linear range at all times! That means a fairly large xmax or comparatively low listening levels, otherwise there will probably be an excessive distorting of intermodulation. Waiting for an answer below 4050Hz with small drivers is unrealistic, because its radio radiation is too small. Several controllers can work, and will be configured as a system â € ™ 2.5 Vás', where two controllers are in parallel for low frequencies, but the controller is more far from the tweeter has a upper end uprising. Some prefer the Dâ € ™ Appolito arrangement (invented by
Joseph D-Appolito, also known as MTM) but can cause problems when the listener is not in line with the tweeters. It is always important The ™ tone 'of the speaker changes when you feel or stand up). There is a considerable difference in opinion in terms of whether the tweeters in an ash -trico deflector should be in the "on the" (perhaps more close
about 100 mm) or in the "outside" my preference has always always It was inside, but it is something that you have to try for yourself and decide what a better way. It may be that neither of them is really better, only a bit different. It seems that there are as many opinions in this regard as people who write about it, so it depends on the decide. The
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obviously can't be right. However, he keeps hearing for a while and that feeling ³ gone, and everything sounded normal again. 4 - Some things to avoid There are quite a few things people do for appearance, which generally make a speaker system less 'perfect' than the builder may have expected. One of them is to place the drivers in an orderly row,
exactly in the center of the deflector. While this means that there is no 'left' or 'right' speaker (they are interchangeable), it also means that the diffraction effects ³ not magnified. Diffraction ³ not occur when a sound wave reaches a discontinuity. This is usually the cabinet edge, but it also includes adjacent speaker drivers. doing that right is an
important undertaking. Figure 2.8 - Transmission ³ Chassis (shorter than normal) The line shown above is much shorter than normal, just because you don't want a huge image to show a complete one. The general principles do not change, and it is standard practice to reduce the line so that it narrows along its length. Some builders insist that sheep
wool is the only material to be used, and others use a combination ³ different materials to get the desired results. It is important that the filling inside the 'Line' cannot be moved, disintegrated or compressed over time, as it is very difficult to arrive once the enclosure is finished and sealed. Unlike a more traditional enclosure, the internals of the
transmit line cannot be accessed³ not by removing the speaker. There is a fairly extensive look at the alignment ³ time (Phase, Time and Distortion ³ the speakers), but it is largely from a purely ³ rich point of view. Actually, the edeup edeup otse orep ,etnematcerroc sodaenila n¡Ãtse serotcudnoc sol ed socitsºÃca sortnec sol euq rarugesa arap oidem
ognar ed rodalortnoc le euq s¡Ãrta s¡Ãm soduga ed zovatla le racoloc arap elbisop ol odot ecah odunem a other issues â especially diffraction. If you use a horn or a waveguide for the tweeter, this might be enough to move the acoustic center so that it is in line with the midrange, but doing so does not automatically mean that the system will sound
better. Usually, the stands are selected to suit your tastes, decoration and budget. Heavy brackets add mass to the system making it less likely to move with a woofer excursion, and it is important that the brackets do not have any audible resonance. While the resonance is unlikely to be audible (it will be difficult to excite any resonant mode unless the
boxes are weak to begin with), robust and acoustically “dead” stands will give some peace of mind. Some provide cable handling and/or the ability to fill with sand to remove (or at least damp) resonant frequencies. Rounding (or chamfering) the edges of the deflector (and generally, the more “rounded” the better) minimizes the diffraction of the
edges, but there will always be limitations due to the thickness of the material and the pieces of rounding available to us. While taking things to extremes (such as a cylindrical housing) can reduce edge diffraction to a minimum, it’s not always practical and drivers always need a flat mounting surface. Such enclosures can (and have) been
manufactured, with some builders going so far as to use spheres. It may be the optimal form acoustically, but it is rarely practical (and a sphere is a cow to build unless it’s made of fiberglass or the like). 2.6 â Isobaric (with/ without port/ ventilation) Isobaric speakers are not particularly common, and are only used for the bass region. The advantage
is that the required cabinet size is reduced by half compared to a single driver, allowing a more compact system. The disadvantage is that the nedeup nedeup ,oresart rotcudnoc led ortned etnemlaicrap oretnaled rotcudnoc le noc ,'odadinaâ nartseum es serotcudnoc sol euqnuA .atnemercni es on n³Ãiccudorp ed levin le orep ,serotcudnoc sod sol a
aicnetop amsim al atnemila es euq ay ,datim al a ecuder es n©Ãibmat be mounted face to face. The closed volume between the controllers must be small to guarantee a physical coupling. 11 - Start and cushion these are the mostly the critical parts of any enclosure. The bracing is necessary to increase the rigidity of the panels, and has the secondary
benefit of forcing any resonance at higher frequencies. High frequencies have less acetic power, and are easily absorbed by the damping material used, provided that it will be selected by its effectiveness. Fiberglass (as used for home insulation) is very good, but should not be used in ventilated enclosures because small glass fibers can be expelled
from the port, and should not be part of the atmosphere of the room listening. Finally, you must decide whether you will use (for standing enclosures or at the base of the support), or if you will use a small spear support. In general, it is preferred that the tweeter be at the height of the eyes when he sits and listens (in reality, the level of the ear, but
the ears and eyes are close to the same level in the heads of the heads of the majority of people). Some people love peaks and consider that any speaker is not equipped, it must sound terrible, while others have the opposite vision. Obviously, the peaks are not suitable for polished floors unless they feel in small glasses, and these are also a controversy
of controversy among many audiófilos (as almost everything demonstrated in the signal of the same chain to the). Use what he feels that he adapts better to his system, and â € ‹â €‹ does not need to spend a fortune: the gold coating does not make the peaks sound better! The price range for peaks/ insulators is quite surprising, with prices of au $ 20
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taced ton s'ti ,REVEWOH .aedi doog that yllaneg i dna ,erusolcne eht nihtiw gnipoleved morf sivaw gnidnats )tneverp ot ot tplep tplep shyht .secafrus h llediova tsed ed For most listening spaces. Mostly, the line is designed for a ã‚1â „4 wavelength in the loudspeaker resonance frequency, and there will be some reinforcement from the open end of the
line. These are notoriously differ from getting â € ™ just 'and the process generally implies experimenting with filling within the transmission line until the desired result is achieved. A minimum transmission line should reduce the driver's resonance frequency, something that no other type of box can achieve. Figure 2.3 â € “Bass Reflex in these
cabinets, rear radiation is used to increase serious response below the resonance frequency of the speaker driver. The combination of the volume of the housing and the length and the ventilation diameter form a Helmholtz resonator, which (when done correctly) reinforces the low frequency response without creating excessive serious and/or a poor
transitory response. It is important to understand that the Thiele-Small parameters are "the little one", which means that the performance is not necessarily the same at high power levels. Only the region of Graves is affected by a low reflex housing, and the middle to high frequencies still have to be absorbed inside the housing. In some cases, a
diffuser or absorbent material around the driver can help, but to be effective at more low frequencies, it must be unrealistic thickness. However, it is not difficult to ensure that all drivers are at a different distance from the edge of the cabinet, and only have to worry about the average range and the acute â € “the bass is more or less omnidirectional,
since the Driver's diameter is small comparison with wavelength. For the speakers â "shelves" or any housing that is placed against (or near) a wall or another large surface, a tuned port oriented towards attrae it is not advisable, since it may not be able to In the "free space." In the same way, place a ventilation right next to the tweeter is not sensible
either. I have not been able to locate any definitive document on this topic on the network, but it does not. does. Wise to create a relatively high and low frequency low frequency air movement near the high frequency controller. The air movement is likely to cause a certain degree of high frequency modulation, which can be similar to the so -called
Doppler distorting. It is almost always necessary to add orthopedic devices from the deflector to the rear of the enclosure, and also between the sides. These must be attached very firmly, because the tension can be quite high at high power levels. While it would be "good" if these orthopedic devices could be in a number so that the remaining panel
resonances are different frequencies, this is generally not practical for several reasons. Some people have used orthopedic devices from the back of the Woofer (or the average woofer), but this is not easy to do well and cannot be used easily if the driver has a ventilated rear polepiece. There is something known as the 'golden relationship', meaning by
the Greek letter ã¯ â € (phi). There are many statements regarding their inherent advantages (including static), but it has an important characteristic ... References also of the above, there are some mentioned brands and a bit of "general research" that does not "guarantee A direct reference. Before embarking on your neighboring speaker project, I
recommend that you carry out your own research, and assure me to obtain a balanced description: trust an opinion (or thread of the forum!) Reliable answers. To give an idea of time and effort that can be built a pair of 'beautiful' speakers, see the new speaker box project - Part 1. Figure 6.3 - The assembly surfaces aligned the above the above is seen
Well, and the impulse is reproduced quite precisely. However, positive and negative peaks are a bit more low than they should be, and there is a small "undulating 'in the second euq euq sasoc sairav yaH .mm 04 ed aicnatsid anu a etnelaviuqe ,sµÂ 711 ed se sesab led datim al ed opmeit ed osarter lE .etnemlic¡Ãf ³Ãigocer ol onof³Ãrcim le orep ,abirra
artseum es euq amart aremirp al y atse ertne aicnerefid al rahcucse edup oN .ovitisop change the sound of a speaker system, even when using driver components idID to another system. Some of these differences are due to the way a system has been "expressed," a term that means adjusting the response so that the system sounds balanced and
"right" from the perspective of the designer. Very few speakers have a truly flat frequency response, and the way the system interacts with the listening room also changes the sound. It's a fairly easy matter to run a simulator to see the effects of any time misalignment³ but they work in the domain. For example, you can use an ³ n 'ideal' transmission
line, which allows you to set the characteristic impedance and delay time on anything you want. The results of a ³ simulation are always extremely pessimistic, because the domain of the metric (and the simulator) is close to being exact, and they do not fully account for the same ones that are mixed in the air, instead of doing it theÃ©ctrically. The
differences are so significant that you will almost always get an answer that is not only pessimistic, but is often quite ³. The simulator packages are designed for circuit simulation³ and the results do not apply to the acoustic response, except by accident. That is not to say that such experiments are useless, but one needs to be aware of the differences
between the sum the metric and the actual sum. While we humans cannot solve very short delays, we will easily hear any destructive interference caused, which typically manifests as a notch in the frequencies where the phase is altered by delay. Although the sound travelÃ just 34 mm in 100 µs, its effects can still be audible. Whether the small notch
or waviness ³ audible or not depends on the resolution ³ the drivers used, although the will always have a much more significant effect overall. Figure 10.1 – Reinforcement, Straight and (usually) Wrong Remember that it is the outside of your enclosure that needs to look good. The internal construction with with with straps and odd shapes are not
visible and should be designed for stiffness and performance, not for appearance. Deafening materials (e.g., concrete tiles, heavy felt, or other mass damping treatments) must be tightly attached to the inside of the treated panels so that they cannot move, resonate or fall. All the internal wiring has to be secured properly to prevent noise, as well,
because it can be very difficult to correct after the box is sealed and only accessible through the speaker cut-outs. It is generally accepted that the treble speaker should be at ear level while sitting in its preferred position. For speakers who are not tall enough, the bleachers should be considered mandatory. Many homes cannot easily accommodate
“real” standing speakers, as most tend to be quite imposing. While smaller cabinets are often described as ’shelf' designs, actually placing them on a shelf is usually a bad idea – especially those with a back vent that would clog, reducing bass output. It is also likely to be difficult to use enough toe-in (pointing the boxes towards the listening position).
Lack of toe can often result in a “hole in the middle” sound, where the center position (which is supposed to be the main listening position) has a pronounced drop in response, and often some odd phase problems. There are some people who prefer ’direct' speakers, and some even prefer toe-out (shown speakers), but this rarely (if ever) enhances the
sound stage or image. A phase displacement network used as a delay is optimal when the dives are of equal amplitude (peaks are more audible and are almost always unwelcome), and that’s the case here. The network of phases is ad ad oivbo sonem odot©Ãm le secev a y ,adacilpmoc yum )res edeup o( se laropmet n³Ãicaenila aL .esaf ed n³Ãisrevni
elpmis al noc esrarapmoc aÃdop esaf ed der anugnin y ,sapate sert ed adanolacse n³Ãisrev al euq roep are sapate sod ed esaf ed oibmac ed der anU .oilpma s¡Ãm ognar nu ne osarter le rednetxe arap rolav ed sepot setnerefid odnazilitu nu euq satla s¡Ãm saicneucerf a emrofinu s¡Ãm arutreboc anu ranoicroporp a odanitsed ¡Ãtse euq ,'esaf ed n³Ãpat'
nu nazilitu oidem ognar ed serotcudnoc sonuglA .adno ed dutignol al ed avitacifingis n³Ãiccarf anu se euq ortem¡Ãid nu ¡Ãrdnet euq ,)oidem ojab o( oidem ognar ed rodalortnoc le rop odanoicroporp se otse ,sametsis sol ed aÃroyam al ne euqrop )zHk3-2 ed rodederla( soduga ed ognar led roirefni omertxe le ne licÃfid s¡Ãm sE .ada±Ãesid neib adno ed
o onreuc ed aÃug anu rasu acifingis etnemlareneg satla saicneucerf sal arap y ,so±Ãesid socop sonu olos ne argol es otsE .odarbiliuqe neib )¡Ãlajo( odinos omsim le nehcucse nahcucse euq sol sodot euq arap omoc ohcna etnemetneicifus ol res atisecen 'eclud otnup' odamall lE .ametsis led eje led areuf )rahcucse a odagilbo sev et o( sahcucse is
etnemlaicepse ,otseupus rop ,setnatropmi soicifeneb sonugla eneit n³Ãisrepsid al osulcnI .otelpmoc rop isac narongi ol sorto euq sartneim ,nazreufse es seroda±Ãesid sonugla euq ol rop ogla se otsE .esracreca nargol euq serodaro sonugla yah euqnua ,olrecah euq olriced lic¡Ãf s¡Ãm sE .otcerid odinos le euq lartcepse aÃgrene amsim al aÃrdnet ohcet
y oleus ,sederap edsed odajelfer odinos le euq odom ed ,saicneucerf sal sadot ne n³Ãisrepsid laugi aÃrdnet laedi zovatla lE .)osotsoc yum y( odauceda opiuqe le odad ovlop ne FDM le rirbucer elbisop se aroha y ,opmeit nºÃgla etnarud setnatropmi setnacirbaf sohcum arap n³Ãiccele ed lairetam le odis ah FDM lE .adapahcartnoc aredam al rop
sadicudorp lenap led saicnanoser o aicnanoser al a sodarbmutsoca n¡Ãtse euqrop osulcni o ,n³Ãiccurtsnoc ed sacinc©Ãt salam a esrebed edeup ose orep ,"oneub" se on FDM le euq nasneip euq serotcurtsnoc sohcum yaH .)etneiugis n³Ãicces rev( selaicnese nos etropos ed sacitc¡Ãrp saneub sal y ,rogiv otreic noc ¡Ãrah ol etnemlareneg ,aneuser lenap
nu iS .odaugitroma lam yum ¡Ãtse n©Ãibmat etnemlareneg orep ,osep us rop zedigir atla anu ecerfo y ,oneub yum lairetam nu sE .adapahcartnoc aredam al se sohcum arap otirovaf nU .odatluser rojem y y ,)sotcaxe res arap zHk38,2( zHk3 ed se ecurc ed aicneucerf aL .avatco /Bd 42 ed yeliR-ztiwkniL revossorc nu ³Ãlumis es ,etnemroiretna sodatart
samet sol ed olpmeje omoC dadiralop ed n³Ãisrevni a etnerf esaf ed oibmac ed deR ,sµÂ 541 ed otneimazalpseD - 1.6 arugiF .onu nis ralimis three stage phase shift network was compared to reversing the polarity of the tweeter. For what it's worth, this is almost identical to the arrangement my speakers use, and the larger than normal offset is
because I use a ribbon tweeter. The phase shift network gives the response shown in red, and the green trace is the result when the polarity of the tweeter is reversed. It's pretty obvious that reversing the phase of the ribbon tweeter gives a significantly better response than the phase shift network. If the baffle is sloped backwards to achieve timealignment, you will be listening to the drivers off-axis, so their off-axis response has to be good enough to allow this without causing response errors. Some constructors (including manufacturers) have used a stepped baffle (usually with the 'step' at a 45Ã°Â angle), but this means that the midrange and tweeter drivers can't be located as close to each
other as they should be. It's no accident that some midrange drivers (as well as some tweeters) have flat sides or a curved profile on the tweeter surround so the two can be located as close to each other as possible. This isn't done for fun - the two sound sources need to be as close as possible to ensure minimal destructive interference (combing
effects). Some speaker enclosures have tapered, angled tops and upper sides [ 8 ], to keep the baffle area around the tweeter as small as possible. In a few cases, the baffle is trapezoidal, with the tapered sections extending from the top to the bottom of the enclosure (or a significant part thereof). These are usually difficult to build, but if done
properly can give very good results. This is taking the idea of 'rounding' the edges/ corners to extremes, but it can produce a good result if done properly. Time alignment between bass and midrange drivers is generally not important, because any offset is (usually very) small compared to wavelength. Since bass frequencies are (pretty much by
definition) comparatively slow, a The boost of (say) 100Ã¢ Âµs is simply not possible, as that corresponds to a frequency of 10 kHz or mÃs. Consequently, if there is a time difference of 100 Âµs between the bass and the middle range (assuming a crossover frequency of around 300Hz), do not cause any audible ³. Certainly there is an effect, but at less
than 0.03dB it pales in insignificance compared ³ to normal speaker variations (and the room ³ not yet considered). Unfortunately, even getting everything "right" doesn't always mean the speakers sound good. A very useful tool to optimize the crossover frequency is the Project 148 status variable crossover, which was designed with this same
application ³ mind. I've been using variable-frequency electronic crossovers ³ many years (almost 40 at the time of writing!) to find the '³ point' among drivers. While crossover frequencies are often dictated by the controller's torque meters, sometimes it must go a little outside the recommended torque meters unless you have controllers that are
specifically designed to work well together. This is unfortunately uncommon, even when drivers are made by the same company. Figure 2.4 - Passive radiator ³ Conclusion Obviously, a passive radiator takes up more space in the spoiler than a port, but some people prefer them for a variety of reasons. This is a configuration ³ seems to be something
'seasonable', winning or losing favor without reason³ an apparent reason. There are only a lot of passive radiators on the market, but they seem to be less common than before. 2.9 - Horn systems Although I do not intend ³ provide essential information ³ horn systems here, they should be mentioned, even if only in passing. A horn acts as an acÃ stic
transformer, reducing the high³ n acÃ stic pressure on the diaphragm (mounted in the throat) to a pressureÃ ³ n (in the mouth) that coincides with the air. The horn systems can be more efficient than direct radiators, but for low frequencies the mouth (and length) must be very large, large, large tnatropmi si under gentenO .xob
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SEGDE, TENIBAC, MORF, SECNATSID, GNIPEEK, HTO, SDDO, TEFO, NAC, NC, T. He collected the difference quite clearly. What should be equally clear is that it was an anomaly: we simply do not listen to such small differences because our brain knows that they are not important. Although this article is much more long than what I pretended, I
confer what it helps. Business . The construction of speakers is one of the most intensive (and faces) companies for DIY people, and anything that helps possible builders to do it well has to be ã Étil. I hope I had ã © xito. Figure 2.1 - Dipolo 'five' ('Infinite deflector'/ open backing) for higher frequencies, it can be argued that the dispensation with the
box prevents internal reflections. This is quite true, but, of course, the rear radiation is introduced into the room, which has its own reflexes, the major . Open speakers are very common for guitar amplifiers, where open support provides a stage sound that most guitarists prefer. An open box can be compared with a flat deflector that has been "folded"
to reduce its size. Of course, this also protects the rear of the Daã ± o speaker in the Tránit, especially important for guitar systems. In general, the diameter of any speaker conductor must be ideally lower than the wavelength of the highest frequency of inter -s, but that can be extended at the expense of the dispersion. The driver's cone diameter
should always be small that 1 wavelength. The wavelength determined by ... â  = (1 + Ã¢Ë  Å! 5) / 2 Ã = 1.61803398875 ... All kinds of delay ideas are used for time alignment³ but for the most part they are not applicable to passive crossovers. One proposed technique is an L/ C (inducer/ capacitor) capacitor ,lareneg nE .oirartnoc ol odot nos sahcum
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reinforcement systems. These have many other limitations, in particular the weight and cost. When building his his Systems, these are usually secondary, and the additional cost of adding an additional orthophone or more cushioning material ³ small compared ³ the overall cost of the project. Over time, our audience will accommodate even serious
response errors (this is called 'breaking' by many snake oil suppliers), but if the response is restored to flat (perhaps by equalization), it will ³ sound completely wrong for some time - Until our combination of brain or node 'breaks' to the new response. If you have access to a decent equalizer, I offer the following challenge ... 2 - Enclosure types there
are many different types of enclosures, and it is not possible to cover them all in detail. Of those listed, they are displayed (mÃoes or less) in order of complexity, from the simplest to the most difficult to build. Some are very common (simple sealed and ventilated enclosures, for example), with others used mainly by amateurs and some 'boutique'
manufacturers. While most drawings are shown with a single controller, in most cases there will be at least one other (a tweeter), and in some cases there will be a secondary enclosure containing a mid-range controller. Figure 9.1 - Cross-section ³ deflection ³ In general, the deflector should not be recessed to allow a grid cloth or protective cover. It
is tempting to do so, but it can cause considerable disruption due to diffraction³ n. However, the speaker drivers must be embedded in the deflector, so there are no discontinuities in the face of the deflector itself. For the small 'near-field' speakers (as can be used with a computer, for example), it probably doesn't matter, but I have been able to
measure a small 'fault' in the response of the speakers that are mounted on the surface. Minimizing discontinuities is almost always beneficial, but some always remain due ohcum ohcum yah on euq ecid son dadilaer al orep ,selbidem orep sa±Ãeuqep atseupser ed saÃlamona raerc nedeup oidem ognar ed rotcudnoc nu ed onoc le y oÃvne le oloS
.secovatla sol ed aÃroyam al nacirbaf es euq ne amrof al can be done to avoid this. These are without doubt the hardest to design, and even small variations from the 'ideal' can cause serious response anomalies. Because of the acoustic filter, some people will say that this enclosure type is responsible for 'day late' bass - there is often a significant
delay from the application of a signal before the resonance is stimulated sufficiently to produce output. The delay is usually somewhat less than a full day, but you get the idea . This configuration can be extended to eighth order, but this is less common (and has a very narrow bandwidth). For example, if the baffle is 400mm high, the width (or depth)
should be 247mm, with the remaining dimension being 153mm. Note that these are all inside dimensions. These dimensions are not harmonically related, so there is less chance of reinforcement of particular frequencies or overtones. In reality, it probably doesn't make a great deal of difference one way or another, and it's just as easy to build a box
using the 'golden ratio' that sounds bad as any other box shape (excluding a perfect cube with the driver smack in the centre of one face of course ). Page created and copyright Ã©Â Rod Elliott, August 2019. When these materials are added loosely, the effect is to make the enclosure acoustically larger. If packed in tightly, the enclosed volume is
smaller. Both of these change the way the loudspeaker driver reacts with the enclosed volume, mainly at or near the speaker's resonant frequency. In many (but I suspect by no means all) commercial designs, it's expected that the driver interaction with the filled volume will be modelled and measured, and the filling adjusted to get the right amount
of absorption, while minimising internal reflections to the point where they can 'do no harm'. Even this term will be variable - some will claim that -40dB is ok, others may insist on at least -60dB, while others might be content with -20dB. Because the design of horns is so specialised, this ynod, I, elerg, a gnisu, ekil, ton yum, uoY. dlihc, a hsiuqs, dna
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Rekaepsduol Hcae Taht Snaem Siht .ElBishsop Reverehw Srevossorc Evitca Dnemmoser i ,erawa yrev EB ll slwww smossor som is reduced. However, a system that uses multiple controllers must be designed correctly, or it can cause more damage than good. Using more than a 3-volt system is unlikely to improve things (excluding a subwoofer, which
creates a 4-volt system). Although there will probably be some people who insist that the golden ratio always makes the boxes sound 'better', it is not a 'magic bullet', and if it results in an inconvenient box size then by all means feel free to deviate. Another proportion ³ which is also not "magic" but which can work well is Â  2 (1.414213562...), which
is also an irrational number, as it is Ã  Â  (Pi - 3.141592654...). Â  2 is useful and can provide a 'better' looking ratio than Â  (in particular, you can get a wider plunge assuming the box is deeper than it is wide), but you usually won't have problems as long as the dimensions aren't multiple direct poles (or sub-poles) of each. If possible, try using
irrational multipliers, instead of 'simple' ratios such as 1.5 (etc.). The above drawing shows the two overlapping proportions so you can see the difference easily. Many manufacturers are now using advanced compounds, which allow them to create any shape relatively easily. Cellulose-reinforced resins and 'ex³tic' plastic resins are common, but the
requirement that molds create the finished shape (and an autoclave to cure the resin) means they are generally not suitable for the DIY approach. It is not impossible, of course, but even getting the materials in small quantities can be difficult. 'Traditional' materials will almost always be the best option ³ DIY, because a enclosure can be built using
only manual and mechanical tools. A very common crossover frequency is 3kHz, at which frequency a full wavelength is erpmeis erpmeis isac otsE .omitp³Ã ortem¡Ãid led acrec etnatsab ¡Ãtse onoc le noc ,elbanozar osimorpmoc nu se )"4( mm 001 ed rodalortnoc nU .ednarg s¡Ãm ¡Ãres erpmeis isac euq atcid dadilaer elpmis al orep )mm75( euq datim
al ed s¡Ãm on etnemlaedi res aÃrebed aidem amag ed onoc lE .mm411 That the system will be 3 life, since a 100 mm speaker will not be very ã Étil for the bass. In general, 3 life systems can work very well, and there is rarely need to overcome that, apart from adding a subwoofer, of course. While it is only 4 Vía, the subsugation is usually mono, so
only one is used in the majority of the systems. In all cases, there will be parameters of the speakers controller that are different from those claimed by the manufacturer, and in some cases the necessary data (in particular the thiele-small parameters) that are quite wrong or missing completely. If this is the case, I suggest that you read the items that
measures the speaker parameters, since this does not require specialized equipment and gives good results. Obviously, this also extends to recommendations for private vents or passive radiators. 2.7 - Bandpass recinsures these are probably one of the most differ of building, but can produce a large number of serious on a relatively narrow
bandwidth. They are used only for the bass, since the dimensions are not suitable for high frequencies. As the name implies, these enclosures are an aceistic analog of an eligctic band step filter. They can have very high efficiency, but the enclosure is sensitive to the variations of the controller's parameters. If a controller fails, it must be replaced by
one with almost identical parameters, or the answer will not be expected. It is wonderful to have music, but we don't need it to survive in the world. Figure 2.6 - Isoby isobaic enclosure can be used with or without ventilation, depending on the desired result. Most of the speakers of speakers can accommodate isobyric configurations, but the meconic
details can be unique. There are some commercial isobyic enclosures, but they are not especially common in the market. This is a good design use if the controller you want to use requires a box that is larger than it can accept, but nningÃon isobÃoric enclosure should normally be operated around. around. or so. The cost, weight and relative
inefficiency of isobaric enclosures limits their usefulness for commercial systems. Ideally, there will be a layer of felt, non-slip rubber or sound deadening material between the cabinet and the stand to ensure there can be no rattles at any frequency. Beware of systems that are top-heavy if you have small children - no-one wants to see their offspring
crushed by a 100kg speaker box! Some have the ability to be permanently attached to the loudspeaker, while others are just intended for the enclosure to sit on the stand with no attachment. Personally, I'd avoid that, but it depends on the stand, the loudspeaker and your circumstances. Time alignment is not necessarily essential, and there are
countless well regarded commercial loudspeaker systems that don't use anything fancy to correct for minor time delays. If you're lucky, the time difference may be such that reversing the phase of the tweeter may be sufficient to ensure that there is very little disturbance in the frequency domain. The time delays involved are usually short (less than
200ÃµÂs is likely to be typical). In some cases, a minor tweak to a passive crossover (shifting its nominal frequency a little for example) can achieve good results. While it's certainly possible to calculate the shift needed, it's usually simpler to do it experimentally (some might call this 'voicing' the system - a fancy name for a bit of trial and error). Seas
has a similar driver (L12RE/XFC), but I don't have any details other than what's shown on the website. To say that this is confronting is putting it mildly. If you have never performed such a test it's unlikely that you'll believe it possible, which is why you must do it. Until you experience this for yourself, you are 'sucker bait' for snake oil of all kinds.
People tend to think that they can remember what something sounded like 'before' and 'after', but in reality our auditory memory is limited to a few seconds! Naturally, there can Anomaly of response that are so disgusting that we remember them for a long time, but the subtle changes are not in that category. Before embarking on the time alignment,
you must determine the aceistic center of each controller. This is rarely as simple as aligning dust cakes or voice points (or any other part of the engine structure), and usually varies with frequency. To obtain results that are ostile, you must measure the use of time domain (using impulse test instead of a frequency sweep). By definition, a frequency
sweep measures in the frequency domain. The impulse can be a short -tone ball, or simply a single impulse generated by medical hardware/ software or at any other means to create a repeatable pulse storm. Actually, you will probably have to measure in time and frequency domains. If this is done carefully (and with the crossover network that plans
to use instead), it should be possible to obtain results that will be completely satisfactory. As I mentioned in several articles, electronic (as with almost everything demigious) is a commitment: the 'art' is in making the commitments in such a way that the final result is not ruined. This is almost always more fun to say it to do it, unfortunately. Nobody
wants to rebuild the speakers' cabinets due to some fundamental error (of judgment or construction), especially because the construction generally represents a considerable effort and cost. In some cases, it may be possible to 'rescue' an enclosure by adding reinforcements or damping materials, but if it does not obtain the basic correctly, time, effort
and materials can be wasted (and I admit that this has happened with this. a couple of times). Consider that the main manufacturers can build a series of prototypes before obtaining the performance they expected, but this is not something that the of fans can pay. Mainly, 'Mortal' we have to try to do it well the first time, and we cannot allow
ourselves to generate large amounts of scrap material in the bust of the 'perfection'. 'perfection'. reteewt nu noc razilitu nedeup es y ,senumoc yum odneivlov n¡Ãtse es adno ed saÃug saL .soduga ed zovatla le arap )ralimis oipicnirp nu( adno ed aÃug anu o anicob anu nasu euq oidutse ed y socits©Ãmod n³Ãicazirotinom ed sametsis soirav yaH
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odazilitu acitsºÃca n³Ãicaugitroma ed lairetam ed opit 'Conventional' dome to provide a small increase in efficiency and a better controlled dispersion ³ than a dome tweeter by itself. For more information³ see Practical DIY Waveguides on the ESP site. There are several articles that cover the passive crossover design, and these must be the bottom
line so you know what to do Simple passive crossovers (for example, 6db/ eighth, preferably series) can work much better than you can expect, but are limited to the use of relatively low power. Because the slope is so gradual, it is easy to obtain an excessive tweeter power at frequencies below the crossing point, and where the tweeter is less capable
of dealing with dissipation and/ or excursion. For example, a 6DB/ Octave series of 3.1kHz, 6DB/ Octave has reduced Tweeter voltage by only 17DB to 310Hz. To put that in perspective, if you have a 50W/ 8ã® â © system, the power at 310Hz is more than 500mw, that may not sound like much, but it is probably more than the tweeter was designed
for Manage that frequency. First order crossovers (6db/ eighth) can be used if you have well -behaved controllers, and do not have the intention of using more than 30W amplifiers. If you plan to use a 6DB/ eighth network, a series configuration is preferred (see Series Vs. Crossovers parallel). Elliott Sound Products Speaker Gabinet Design Copyright
A bust on the web will literally reveal thousands of different design, many of which are (at least superficially) quite similar. It is very likely that the majority of these sound different from the other, although it is almost guaranteed that the design states that her/ she is "better" in some way. We can be quite sure that some of the published design will
sound very good and others horrible. The objective of this article is (if nothing more) to give some tips to reduce the effects (sometimes significant) of an enclosure that (of course) is another commitment more. There is no 'without obligation' speakers; Without obligation, you have nothing at all. if you use the best materials, that doesn't mean they're
flawless. The same applies to the reinforcement, damping³ and damping ³ damping³ If you do everything right, you should end up with speakers that sound good - musical and suitable for the material you hear, but even then you won't get perfect³ n. The single ³ can be done easily with a response that is completely flat from the CC to the light of the
dÃa (well, maybe it's not very dÃ a), with distortion ³ all types that is difficult to measure. No speaker, however expensive, can come close. Then there's the ³... These coaxial designs are not universally loved (many hate them with a country³ n), but they remain the closest to a true source of points as you are likely to find. The main point is that all the
speaker controllers are a compromise, and the coaxial / conc designs are no different. Ultimately, the selection ³ drivers is reduced to cost, and the design decides what they can or cannot live with. The audio is very personal, and what works depends on what you prefer to hear. If you find that a single powerful, high-efficiency controller fits the music
you like, then that's what you're likely to use. There are several wide-ranging drivers that are commonly used in DIY projects, and tend to be predominantly used by those who imagine that the key to 'good sound' is simplicity. This may be true in some cases, and if this approach is aligned with your wishes/needs, then you have to be prepared to spend
serious money for anything 'decent'. This article, including but not limited to all texts and diagrams, is the intellectual property of Rod Elliott, and is  Â© 2019. Reproduction ³ or republication ³ any means, whether electronicÃ ³ unique, mecÃÃÃ Ã ÃÃ ÃÃ ÃÃ o electromecÃ ÃÃ oÃ oÃÃ oÃÃÃ oÃÃ onic, mecÃÃÃÃÃ oÃ oÃ oÃ oÃ oÃ oÃ oÃ oÃ oÃ oonico, is
strictly prohibited by international copyright laws. The author (Rod Elliott) grants the reader the right to use this information ³ only for personal use, and also allows One (1) copy can be made as a reference. Commercial use is prohibited without express authorization in writing of Rod Elliott. 1 - What this article is not this article is not specific design.
I will not do it any cabinets, dimensions, crossover circuits or anything else that is available in countless books, magazine articles or websites here. What you will find is general guidelines, many based on 'ancient' knowledge, and others that are more-or-less common sense. The idea is to provide some basic information that can be used in the design
of any cabinet, regardless of the drivers used. Loudspeakers are the most subjective component in any audio system. Amplifiers and preamps are routinely so close to being a 'straight wire with gain' that measurements can be difficult. While CD and SACD players (as well as DVD players) definitely sound different from vinyl, blind testing the preampamp combinations will most commonly result in a 'null' outcome - it's usually not possible to correctly identify amp 'A' from amp 'B' with a statistically significant result. This is often not the case with loudspeakers. This doesn't mean that they are no good - some are very, very good indeed, but probably not if you only pay a few hundred dollars for the
complete setup. The digital process also has very limited headroom, since most run with only a 5V supply, so the absolute maximum signal level is generally below 2V RMS. Both the bit rate (aka sampling frequency) and bit depth (the number of bits available for processing) are important. When complex filters (often with equalisation) are performed,
the system has to use at least 24 bits or low-level detail may be lost as it passes through the processing chain. 2.1 - Open Baffle (aka Dipole) The open baffle or dipole speaker is favoured by some, most notably the late Siegfried Linkwitz. An open baffle (or open-backed box) was used from the earliest days of amplified sound, and is by far the easiest to
build. Ideally, the baffle should be large compared to wavelength (the 'infinite' baffle), but this is very difficult to achieve at low frequencies. So, while they are easy to build, they are not so easy to design (or even produce) in sizes It adapts to low frequencies. A wavelength at 100Hz is already 3.43 meters, so the size gets out of control. Figure 6.2 The magnets aligned the previous trace obtained with the aligned magnets (aligning approximately the aceistic centers for the controllers used). This is an 'better' answer, but without making a frequency scan it is difficult to be sure. I have an almost identical pair of controllers in a small box that I use as my secondary workshop monitor, and
(predictable) its assembly surfaces are in the same plane. This box was (many years ago) designed by the late Richard Priddle, and was well considered at that time. The orthopedic devices must be made of rectangular hard wood (for example, 50 ã £ - 25 mm/ 2 £ - 1 inch), and always firmly stuck in position with the short edge to your panel. This
provides a much greater rigidity than alternative assembly. Ideally, you will also be screwed (or nailed if necessary) to guarantee a firm link while the glue is established. Apart from the normal reinforcement that will often use the panels, the orthope , such as reinforcement, such as reinforcement, such as reinforcement, such as reinforcement, such
as reinforcement, corners are already extremely laughing. The form of the cabinet can make a difference, even if the closed volume is exactly the same. While the panels can be academically dead, the air space inside is not. The closed volume should never have two equal internal dimensions (as from top to bottom and from front to 2), since that will
generally reinforce the stationary waves at certain frequencies. The air inside the box can be done somewhatly acentically adding damping material: 'wool' fiberglass, Any amount of patented filling materials that are designed to absorb the sound inside the enclosure. It will find statements (well, perhaps not quite) that only Virgin Yak's wool should be
used, because man's fibers sound "bad." Often, try to ensure that everything is phyically "perfect" in terms of an impulse (aligned time) does not It results in a system that is better than one in which the drivers are mounted in the deflector in a conventional way. Each small aberration can be measured, but often it will not be audible in situ. You may
listen to a difference, but again, being different does not necessarily mean better. Despite the statements of some, the measurements are much revealing that our audience will once be, since the audition evolved mainly to keep us alive ... Figure 2.7 - Fourth -order Band Passage Encontint A room request, the sixth request is also us. These have an
additional ventilation between the rear enclosure of the speaker and the front resonant catheter. The bandwidth is usually quite narrow, so they cannot reproduce a wide range of frequencies. The fourth order systems are quite common for large sound reinforcement applications, where (apparently) it is more important to create a lot of noise than to
consider loyalty. This is not always true, of course, but it seems to be the case in many of the systems used for very large audiences. Some care is necessary to ensure that the effect is not 'low of a note', where the bandwidth is so narrow that it sounds as if only a note were audible (many automotive facilities suffer the same problem). c = d / t d = t ã
£ â € ”c t = d / c c = speed of sound (nominally 343m / s), d = distance in meters, t = time in seconds in last instance, and despite the compensation that generally It exists with the majority of the conductors, the effects are never as Drostics as a simulation could indicate. The simulations work in the eligric domain, where it is possible to obtain almost
infinitely deep notches if the drivers are 180 ° out of phase at a certain frequency. Actually, this does not happen. While there is the possibility of obtaining a y y satla s¡Ãm saicneucerf ne otreic etnemralucitrap se otsE .sosac sohcum ne Bd5 ±Â atsah atsah rairav edeup orep ,analp se acnun ev euq rotcudnoc adac ed atseupser al euq edreuceR .on o
elbidua se is se etnatropmi ol ,setnecayda serotcudnoc sol ed esaf al a odibed on many factors. Cone drivers of 100mm diameter or more can have some fairly serious variations above 1kHz, and these variations are exacerbated off-axis. Mostly, the 'disturbances' caused by non-aligned acoustic centres will be less than those from the driver, so it may
be a moot point. I suggest that prospective builders look at Project 181, an easy to build accelerometer intended for measuring the movement of speaker enclosure panels. It's highly recommended, because without an accelerometer you have no idea how much the panels are flexing or their resonant frequencies. Lacking this, you may end up with an
enclosure that just doesn't sound 'right', even when you think you've done everything correctly. Panel resonance is always difficult to assess unless you have a way to measure it, and then take new measurements to see if the issue is fixed or not. Of course, the points made above are suggestions, and are not intended as 'rules'. Many very successful
commercial systems use a larger mid-bass driver, and can still perform very well. There will be 'disturbances' in the off-axis response (especially with low-order crossover networks), but not everyone agrees that the polar response has to be perfect over the full frequency range. For example, if your listening room is acoustically treated to eliminate
most reflections, the off-axis response is only important if you listen off-axis. Room treatment can have far a greater influence on what you hear than most people realise, and while important, that's not an area where I have significant experience, and no products (whether commercial or DIY) will be discussed. There are many plastic composites
available, but few (if any) are suitable for home construction. The requirement for a mould means that it's not economical for building just a couple of enclosures, and thermo-set plastics require an autoclave or large oven to cure the resin. This is clearly not practical for home construction for the vast majority of .Serrusolcne fo riap ylno gnikam
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the speakers use conventional parallel lateral, front and posterior, upper and lower. This can still produce a very good box, but there is one thing that can make it 'better'. Remember that the volume occupied by the controller or speaker controllers must be known to the calculated total volume and, if a port is used, the volume of said volume must also
be included. The same applies to reinforcement materials: all occupy space in the enclosure and must be taken into account. You may need to add an additional reinforcement once the chassis is (almost) finished, so you can add a little additional volume just in case. In general, you can change the internal volume in a small quant cup of internal
volume. Passive crossovers should be ideally at least 12db/ eighth, but to work well, impedance compensation is essential for both low and tweeter. This makes the crossover network quite complex, and if good quality pieces are used, it will be expensive. Passive networks of higher order can be used, but anything above 18DB/ eighth (3rd order)
becomes a very expensive company. As the order of filters increases, the need for precise component values and impedance compensation increases. Even a small variation of impedance through the crossing region can have serious effects on the precision of the network. Likewise, the tolerance of the pieces used in higher order networks becomes
more critical, and even a small variation in voice oil resistance (due to the dissipated power) can have serious effects on the performance of the performance of the net. Of course, this does not mean that coaxial should not be used. If you find one that suits your needs and sound good, then you get the benefit of a well -controlled dispersion, very little
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,osimorpmoc nu ne etreivnoc es )s¡Ãm o )" 21( attractive' can be an expensive and difficult company. If the back (for example) becomes extra useful, then I recommend that it be secured with metal thread screws, with 'tee nuts' or a similar threaded metal insert. Wood Wood .'ohcered' o 'odreiuqzi' zovatla yah on - raibmacretni nedeup es euq secovatla
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om³ÃC .'sotreum' etnemacitsºÃca y sodigÃr res natisecen sotnicer sol ed selenap sol euq naÃrid yoh sodanoicifa socoP .ohceh ed neib yum odinevretni olih nu namot satse y ,acorb anu riurtsed nedeup euq sarud nat nos sanailartsua sarud saredam sanuglA !licÃfid etnemlaer aes euq erpmeis ,arud aredam ne sodacsor sorejuga ne neib yum nanoicnuf
latem ed acsor ed sollinrot sol orep ,ovitiutni artnoc recerap edeuP .n³Ãicanifa al ed dadivitcefe al necuder euq sadidr©Ãp natneserper euqrop ,sodanifa sotnicer sol ed o±Ãepmesed le etnemavitagen ratcefa nedeup n©Ãibmat )setneserp n¡Ãtse is( sahcerb satsE .oceuh o±Ãeuqep reiuqlauc ed s©Ãvart a asap eria le euq adidem a setnablis sodiur sol
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ed sollinrot sol a acilpa es n©Ãibmat otsE .)!salucÃtrap ed orelbat o FDM noc otreic etnemlaicepse( esrargetnised a ecneimoc aredam al ne odatroc olih le euq ed setna secev satnauc sanu ed s¡Ãm ratiuq y ratresni edeup es on arepse arepse eidan euqrop ,atropmi on secnotne 'dadilitu' ed secovatla ed otnujnoc nu odneicah s¡Ãtse iS .)otseupus rop
,sodazilitu serotcudnoc sol ed sedadicapac sal ed ortned( licÃfid yum analp atseupser anu renetbo euq recah nedeup y n¡Ãritsixe orep ,selbidua etnemlic¡Ãf nos erpmeis on n³Ãiccarfid ed sotcefe to be perfect. On the other hand, if you shell out several hundred dollars for good speakers, then it's worth the effort of making separate baffles for each
enclosure. Mostly, they will be mirror images, so the extra effort needn't be that great. One of the issues with wide range drivers is that the cone area is large compared to wavelength at high frequencies, so they often have a very small 'sweet spot', and might not sound so good off axis. They also tend to be rather expensive, and like many of the
different arrangements mentioned here, they aren't something I've worked with. My primary work in audio is on the electronics rather than speakers, and there are so many different speakers on the market that it would be impossible (and impossibly expensive) to test even a small percentage of them. Some cabinet shapes can be fabricated using
fibreglass, but that requires a mould that is used to form the cabinet shapes. Unless you are experienced in the use of fibreglass (or carbon fibre), it's hard to recommend for hobbyist enclosures. The glass fibres and resins used are potentially dangerous without a proper face mask to prevent inhaling the fumes and/ or glass fibres. Fibreglass panels
can also be quite flexible, which allows the panels to radiate sound as they flex, and bracing can be difficult to change if it's moulded into the structure. Attaching anything inside from the outside surface is generally impossible because the outer surface is usually the final finish, and external fastenings can't be concealed. Such systems interact with
the walls, floor and ceiling of the listening space very differently from a 'conventional' enclosure. Positioning will usually be fairly critical, but there are many who are firmly convinced that this is a better way to build a speaker. There are (of course) others who claim exactly the opposite, that enclosures are essential and that the open baffle idea is
flawed. Finishing is another matter entirely, and that is not covered The requirements for proper spray booths ³ an extremely dust-free environment are essential for the classic 'piano black' finish, or any other high gloss finish. In the DIY sector, labor-intensive finishes (and equipment) are more common, although there are certainly some that can
achieve very high quality surfaces with a well-equipped workshop. In short, the final finish depends on what you can achieve within your budget and with the tools you have at hand. Note: It is highly debatable whether aligning drivers in the center of the baffle is a 'mistake' or not. There are many well-regarded speakers who do just that, and they do
not appear to have engendered the wrath of examiners for doing so. My preference has always been to shift the controllers to ensure that no dimensions ³ from the tweeter (or midrange) to the edge/top of the spoiler is the same, as that minimizes diffraction problems³ n. A popular (and comparatively recent) technique is to use a waveguide for the
tweeter, making diffraction effects ³ (almost) not a problem. 2.2 - Sealing (also known as SuspenseÃ n ³AcÃ stica) The sealed enclosure is very common, and can work very well if the internal volume is calculated to match the characteristics of the speaker. The Thiele-Small torque of the controller show that ³ performance requires a chassis of the right
size. If it is too small there will be a pronounced peak of bass, followed by an acute rolloff at 12dB/ octave. Of anything that qualifies as a 'enclosure', this is the simplest. 6 - ³ time alignment Ideally, all the speaker controllers of a system will reproduce the energy of a transient simultÃ nly from the listener's perspective. This almost always means that
the tweeter should be placed back into the deflector, or its output should be slightly by From the average range driver - the sound of the loudspeaker of acute will reach its first ear, closely followed by the average range. The hourly difference can be only 75 âµs or more (up to around 150 âµs is not uncommon. Mid-Bass Bass Mid-Bass) but that little
one can make a surprisingly large difference in the frequency response. It is often also affected by the axis, due to the relatively large area of the medium range driver. Others (especially automomous speakers) claim to be 'concentric', but mount a small tweeter against the main driver, either in a subcame or an extension of the Woofer central pole.
While they are likely to be a good option for an automobile, few people will find that they are satisfactory for high fidelity. It is likely that tweeter diffraction is quite extreme, and due to small tweeter, they generally have to be crossed at an unrealistic frequency. This does not mean that good results cannot be obtained, but they will rarely compete
well with the selected separate drivers for their performance. Action
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